F85

The Best Folding Treadmill On The Planet

The Sole APP

“F85. Strongly recommended. You really can’t match Sole’s quality of construction at this price point - they’re just built so well with industrial components and ultra-strong running decks and excellent cushioning.”

TreadmillReview.Net

The Best Folding Treadmill On The Planet

Also rated as a "Best Buy", the F85 treadmill is reviewed by the Treadmill Dr. as "The Best Folding Treadmill". The top model in the folding series and SOLE’s number one seller, the F85 treadmill incorporates all the specs of the F83 plus features the highest horse power motor that Sole offers.
SPECIFICATIONS

- Motor- Horsepower: 3.5 HP Continuous Duty, DC type
- Speed Range: 0.8 to 19.2 kph (0.5 to 12 mph)
- Incline Range: 15% maximum, rack and pinion gear design
- Computer Display: 9" LCD
- Display Color: Backlit Blue LCD
- Hand Pulse Grips: Yes
- Speed / Incline Toggle Switch: Yes
- Chest Strap Transmitter: Yes
- Folding: Yes
- Cooling Fan: Yes
- Programs: Pre-Set: Six
- Programs: User: Yes, User 1 and User 2
- Programs: HRC: None
- Moving Wheels: 4x MobiGlide Wheels
- Rollers: 2 3/4 inches
- Running Surface: 510mm x 1525mm (20" x 60")
- Product: 2070mm x 930mm x 1445mm
- Folded: 1130mm x 930mm x 1810mm
- NW / GW: 131 kg / 144 kg
- MAX User Weight: 150 kg

FEATURES

EASY ASSIST FOLDING
With safety and quality in mind, Sole has developed an exclusive, easy to assist folding design. At the flip of a switch the deck will unfold itself slowly without need for assistance, as well as fold back securely and easily into upright position. Sole also makes use of the Full Deck design which keeps our treadmills from becoming shaky and insecure.

CONVENIENT CONTROLS
Built in speed and incline controls in our handrails add ease of use and unparalleled control during your workout.

DOUBLE HORSESHOE FOLDING FRAME
This intuitive design was originally built for our machines placed in hotels. The treadmill needed to be as mobile as a service cart while still providing an efficient workout. Our full brake easy to move design resulted in an all-steel welded frame that is more stable than most non-folding frames.

CUSHION FLEX WHISPER DECK
A unique design to any type of treadmill on the market, this deck provides our users with a comfortable and quiet workout. In a recent study our cushion flex has proven to reduce impact of up to 40% as compared to running on asphalt.

SOUND SYSTEM
Sole has an integrated sound system with MP3 player compatibility and a sound cord which enables the customer to use any audio device with a headphone jack to play through our speakers.

CONSOLE
All models have been upgraded with vibrant LCD display consoles. The cleaner sharper design is in addition to the overhaul changes done on all our machines, now boasting better specs and greater value for the customer.